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SYSTEM , METHOD F AND COMPUTER- READABLE MEDIUM FOR

MANAGING EDGE DEVICES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority to U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 61/751,411, filed January

11, 2013, entitled "System for Managing Scanner Devices,"

which provisional application is hereby incorporated by

reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of device

management, more specifically, to an improved system for

managing scanner devices.

BACKGROUND

[0003] It is common for organizations (e.g., businesses) to

employ thousands of scanners (e.g., barcode scanners). These

scanners are typically "dumb" (i.e., have very limited

internal processing capabilities) , and thus must be connected

to a device having greater computing power, such as a cash

register or a personal computer, in order to perform many

tasks. Managing such a large number of devices can be quite

difficult. For example, employing a large number of scanners

can make it difficult to retrieve and visually display

information about the scanners.

[0004] In addition, during the lifetime of a scanner it is

typically necessary to update or change the configuration of

the scanner. Altering a scanner's configuration typically

requires connecting the scanner to a computer and thereafter



using the computer to alter the configuration of the scanner.

Accordingly, altering the configuration of many scanners can

be quite time consuming.

[0005] Furthermore, managing the extremely large volume of

data collectively generated by large numbers of connected

scanner devices or other edge devices can be challenging.

Traditional architectures may not provide suitable

functionality and scalability for a device communications

ecosystem that includes extremely large numbers of these edge

devices, due in large part to the disparate data systems

employed across these various edge device domains.

[0006] Accordingly, a need exists for an improved way of

retrieving and displaying scanner information and other edge

device information. Furthermore, a need exists for an

improved way of altering scanner configurations, and an

improved way of exchanging, preserving, and searching edge

device data.



SUMMARY

[0007] Accordingly, in one aspect, the present invention

embraces a system (e.g., system) for managing scanner devices.

The system typically includes a management module having a

processor. The processor is typically communicatively coupled

to (i) a user interface that includes a visual display, (ii) a

plurality of intermediate devices, and (iii) a plurality of

scanner devices. Typically, at least one of the scanner

devices is communicatively coupled to one of the intermediate

devices .

[0008] The processor is typically configured for displaying

with the visual display (i) a physical view of the connections

between the management module, the intermediate devices, and

the scanner devices and (ii) a first user-defined view of the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the scanner

devices. The physical view typically includes (i) a plurality

of icons, each icon representing one of the management module,

intermediate devices, or scanner devices, and (ii) a plurality

of markers, the markers representing the connections between

the management module, the intermediate devices, and the

scanner devices. In addition, the physical view typically has

a hub and spoke architecture. The first user-defined view

typically includes a plurality of icons, each icon

representing one of the management module, intermediate

devices, or scanner devices. For each icon representing a

surrogate device the first user-defined view includes an icon

for each intermediate device or scanner device dependent on

the surrogate device and one or more markers representing the

connections therebetween.

[0009] The processor is typically configured further for

(i) creating a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface and



(ii) moving a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface.

[0010] Moreover, the processor is typically configured for

receiving a command from the user interface to move an icon

representing one of the intermediate devices or scanner

devices within the first user-defined view, and, thereafter,

(i) maintaining the position of the icon if the intermediate

device or scanner device represented b y the icon is dependent

on a surrogate device or (ii) moving the icon in accordance

with the command from the user interface if the intermediate

device or scanner device represented b y the icon is not

dependent on a surrogate device. If the icon represents a

surrogate device, moving the icon typically includes moving an

icon for each intermediate device or scanner device dependent

on the surrogate device and one or more markers representing

the connections therebetween.

[0011] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

system that includes a scanner device for acquiring indicia

information, a customer-data-capturing module for acquiring

customer data, and a management module. The management module

includes a processor and memory, and is in communication with

the scanner device and customer-data-capturing module. The

management module is configured for receiving indicia

information from the scanner device and for receiving

customer data from the customer-data-capturing module. The

management device is also configured for correlating the

indicia information with the customer data.

[0012] In an exemplary embodiment, the customer-data-capturing

module includes a customer-facing imager configured for

recognizing a plurality of human gestures, and the customer

data comprises customer-gesture data.

[0013] In yet another exemplary embodiment, the customer-data-

capturing module includes a customer interface configured for



allowing a customer to input information relating to the

customer's level of satisfaction. The customer interface may

include a button pad having a first button for indicating that

a customer is satisfied and a second button for indicating

that a customer is unsatisfied.

[0014] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

system for managing edge devices that includes a management

module having a processor and memory, the management module

being communicatively coupled to (i) to a user interface that

includes a visual display, and (ii) an edge device; and a data

conversion module. The data conversion module is configured

for (i) receiving a message from the edge device, and (ii)

converting the message into a common messaging container.

[0015] In an exemplary embodiment, converting the message into

a common messaging container comprises translating the edge

device's operational information in its native vocabulary into

the data conversion module's vocabulary.

[0016] In another exemplary embodiment, converting the message

into a common messaging container comprises maintaining the

edge device's operational information in the edge device's

native vocabulary.

[0017] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

system for managing edge devices that includes a management

module having a processor and memory. The system also

includes a broker module configured for (i) receiving a

message containing an edge device's operational information,

(ii) processing the message, and (iii) filtering the message.

[0018] In an alternative exemplary embodiment, processing the

message comprises routing the message to a destination based

upon the content of the message and/or transforming the

message by changing the contents of the message. Filtering

the message comprises preventing the message from reaching a

destination based upon the content of the message or allowing



a message to reach a destination based upon the content of the

message .

[0019] In yet another alternative embodiment, routing the

message includes transmitting the message to a messaging

client if the message meets the predefined parameters

published by the messaging client to the broker module.

[0020] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

system for managing edge devices that includes a management

module having a processor and memory that includes a databank.

The management module is communicatively coupled to (i) a user

interface that includes a visual display, and (ii) an edge

device. The databank contains operational information

generated by the edge device. The memory includes programming

to control the processor for (i) receiving from the user

interface a user query of the databank; (ii) retrieving from

the databank the query results containing the operational

information that is responsive to the user query; and (iii)

displaying the operational information on the visual display.

[0021] In an alternative embodiment, the management module

also includes a vendor module for storing comprehension

information associated with each of a plurality of plug-in

applications. The comprehension information includes an

identification of the particular edge device operational

information vocabularies that each plug-in application

understands .

[0022] In yet another alternative embodiment, the memory

includes programming to control the processor for (i)

comparing the vocabulary of the operational information

contained in the query results to the comprehension

information stored in the vendor module; (ii) determining the

plug-in applications that are capable of understanding at

least a portion of the vocabulary of the operational

information in the query results, and (iii) displaying on the



visual display a listing of the plug-in applications that are

capable of understanding at least a portion of the vocabulary

of the operational information in the query results.

[0023] In yet another alternative embodiment, the listing of

plug-in applications includes a ranking of the plug-in

applications based on the degree to which each plug-in

application understands the operational information in the

query results.

[0024] In yet another alternative embodiment, the listing of

plug-in applications includes a visual representation of the

portions of the vocabulary of the operational information in

the query results that each plug-in application understands.

[0025] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

system for managing edge devices. The system includes a

management module having a processor and memory that includes

a databank. The management module is communicatively coupled

to (i) a user interface that includes a visual display, and

(ii) a plurality of edge devices. The system also includes a

vocabularies database for storing a plurality of vocabularies

that can be used to describe the operational information of

the plurality of edge devices.

[0026] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

system for managing edge devices that includes a management

module having a processor, a memory that includes a databank,

and a plurality of broker modules. The management module is

communicatively coupled to (i) a user interface that includes

a visual display, and (ii) a plurality of edge devices. The

management module is configured to store a topology of the

connections between the system' s broker modules and connected

edge devices.

[0027] In an alternative embodiment, the management module is

configured for displaying in real time on the visual display

the connections between broker modules and edge devices.



[0028] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

system for managing edge devices that includes a management

module having a processor and a memory. The management module

is communicatively coupled to (i) a user interface that

includes a visual display, (Hi) a communications network and

(Hi) a plurality of edge devices. The system also includes a

communications adapter for connecting a dumb device to the

communications network such that the management module may

acquire operational information from the edge device.

[0029] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

method for storing operational information obtained from an

edge device and stored in a first XML document into a databank

that includes a second XML document. The method includes

determining if the data structure of the first XML document

matches any subtree of the second XML document. If the data

structure of the first XML document does match any subtree of

the second XML document, a leaf-element-association between

the first XML document and the leaf elements of the second XML

document's matching subtree is stored in the databank. If the

data structure of the first XML document does not match any

subtree of the second XML document, only those elements of the

first XML document that are missing from the otherwise

matching subtree of the second XML document are added to an

otherwise-matching subtree of the second XML document. A

leaf-element-association between the first XML document and

the leaf elements of the matching, amended subtree is then

stored in the databank.

[0030] The foregoing illustrative summary, as well as other

exemplary objectives and/or advantages of the invention, and

the manner in which the same are accomplished, are further

explained within the following detailed description and its

accompanying drawings .



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031] Figure 1 depicts a block diagram of a system for

managing edge devices in accordance with the present

invention .

[0032] Figure 2 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary

management module of the system according to the present

invention .

[0033] Figure 3 depicts an exemplary physical view of the

connections between a management module, intermediate devices,

and scanner devices.

[0034] Figure 4 depicts an exemplary user-defined view of the

connections between a management module, intermediate devices,

and scanner devices.

[0035] Figure 5 depicts another exemplary user-defined view of

the connections between a management module, intermediate

devices, and scanner devices.

[0036] Figure 6 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary system

according to the present invention which includes a customer-

data capturing module.

[0037] Figure 7 depicts a block diagram of an alternative

embodiment of an exemplary system according to the present

invention .

[0038] Figure 8 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary data

conversion module of the system according to the present

invention .

[0039] Figure 9 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary broker

module of the system according to the present invention.

[0040] Figure 10 depicts a block diagram of exemplary chained

connections between a plurality of broker modules of the

system according to the present invention.



[0041] Figure 11 depicts a block diagram illustrating an

intelligent query of the databank of the system according to

the present invention.

[0042] Figure 12 depicts a block diagram of an alternative

embodiment of the system according to the present invention

that includes a vocabularies database.

[0043] Figure 13 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary

communication adapter according to the present invention.

[0044] Figure 14 depicts a block diagram of a merge tree

approach involving a perfect merge of data into the databank

of the system according to the present invention.

[0045] Figure 15 depicts a block diagram of a merge tree

approach involving an imperfect merge of data into the

databank of the system according to the present invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0046] In one aspect, the present invention embraces a system

for managing scanner devices. Although the present system is

described herein with respect to scanner devices, the system

can be used to manage other types of edge devices. An edge

device is any type of equipment, instrument, or machine that

has the capability to generate data (e.g., machine-readable

data) using a processor and to communicate that data via a

communications network (e.g. local area network (LAN), wide

area network (WAN), Internet, etc.).

[0047] In this regard, Figure 1 depicts an exemplary system 10

for managing scanner devices. A s depicted in Figure 1 , the

system 10 for managing scanner devices typically includes a

management module 11 that is connected (e.g., via a

communications network 12, such as the Internet) to a

plurality of scanner devices 14 (e.g., barcode scanners,

scanners, barcode readers, indicia readers, indicia reading

devices, etc.) and to a plurality of intermediate devices 15.

[0048] One or more of the scanner devices 14 may be "dumb"

scanners, which require a connection to an intermediate device

having greater processing power to perform many tasks. In

this regard, a "dumb" scanner device depends upon (e.g., needs

to be connected to) a surrogate device 15A (e.g., surrogate

intermediate device) in order to be in communication with the

management module 11. Similarly, any dumb edge device 14A

requires a surrogate device 15A to enable connection with the

management module 11.

[0049] One or more of the scanner devices 14 may be "smart"

scanners that have significant processing power. For example,

a scanner device may be a mobile device (e.g., a cellular

phone, a smartphone, a personal digital assistant, a portable

or mobile computer, and/or a tablet device) having scanning

capabilities (e.g., barcode reading abilities). A smart



scanner device 14 generally is capable of communicating with

the management module 11 without needing to be connected to a

surrogate device 15A.

[0050] The system 10 for managing scanner devices typically

includes a plurality of intermediate devices 15 through which

one or more of the scanner devices 14 may be connected to the

management module 11. An exemplary intermediate device 15 may

be a personal computer, a mobile device, or a scanner hub.

One or more of the intermediate devices 15 may act as a

surrogate device 15A.

[0051] As used herein, a surrogate device 15A is a device

through which another device (e.g., a scanner device or

another intermediate device) needs to be connected in order to

be in communication with the management module 11. For

example, a dumb scanner device typically must be connected to

a surrogate device 15A (e.g., a personal computer) in order to

communicate with the management module 11. In contrast, a

smart scanner device typically does not need to be connected

to a surrogate device 15A to communicate with the management

module 11 (e.g., over a network) . That said, a smart scanner

device can act as a surrogate device 15A to a dumb scanner

device connected thereto.

[0052] The management module 11 typically includes a processor

that is communicatively coupled to a memory. The management

module may include a system bus as well. One or more

interface circuits may couple the processor and other

components to the system bus. In this regard, the processor

may be communicatively coupled to other components via the

system bus and/or the interface circuits. Similarly, the

other components (e.g., the memory) may each be

communicatively coupled to other components via the system bus

and/or the interface circuits. Other embodiments of system

bus architecture providing for efficient data transfer and/or



communication between the components of the management module

11 may be also be employed in exemplary embodiments in

accordance with the present invention.

[0053] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary

embodiment of a management module 11 of the system 10

according to the present invention. Typically, the processor

25 (e.g., computer processor, microprocessor, processing unit)

is configured to execute instructions and to carry out

operations associated with the management module 11. For

example, using instructions retrieved from the memory 26

(e.g., a memory block, memory store), the processor 25 may

control the reception and manipulation of input and output

data between components of the management module 11. The

management module 11 may include multiple processors 25 for

increased processing power.

[0054] The processor 25 typically operates with an operating

system 27 to execute computer code and produce and use data to

support the functioning of the system 10. The operating

system 27 generally is computer code (e.g., software) that

manages the management module's hardware resources and

provides common services for computer applications being

executed by the processor 25. The operating system 27 may be

a distributed operating system managing a group of physically

independent computers in such a way as to allow them to

perform cooperatively and collectively as a single computer.

A distributed operating system can provide for greater

computing power and data storage. The operating system 27,

other computer code (e.g., program modules, applications), and

data may reside within the memory 26 that is operatively

coupled to the processor 25. It will be appreciated by a

person of ordinary skill in the art that the functions

performed by the processor 25 in response to computer code may

be alternatively implemented in hardware (e.g., computer



hardware) or a combination of hardware and software. For

example, one or more programmable logic devices (PLDs) and/or

application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) could be used

to carry out the functions of any of the system' s program

modules .

[0055] The memory 26 generally provides a place to store

computer code and data that are used by the management

module 11. The memory 26 may include Read-Only Memory (ROM),

Random-Access Memory (RAM), a hard disk drive, and/or other

non-transitory storage media. A basic input/output system

(BIOS) 30 containing the basic routines that help to transfer

information between components of the management module 11,

such as during start-up, is stored in ROM. The management

module's RAM typically contains data and/or program modules

that are immediately accessible to and/or presently operated

on by the processor 28.

[0056] In some embodiments, the memory 26 may house a

databank 29, which is a database for storing data in an

organized manner for later searching (e.g., querying) and

retrieval. Typically, the databank 29 is housed (e.g.,

stored) on at least one hard disk drive component of memory

26. One of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that

other computer storage media may be utilized for housing the

databank 29 without departing from the scope of the invention.

For example, the databank 29 may be stored on any combination

of hard disk drives, memory chips, solid state drives, optical

drives, and the like. One of ordinary skill in the art will

also recognize that, due to the potentially large amounts of

data that the management module 11 may be called upon to

store, search and retrieve, the databank 29 will typically be

housed on multiple, distributed storage devices. Because the

memory module 11 requires fast and efficient storage,

searching and retrieval of data, the databank 29 typically is



housed on one or more dedicated computers (e.g., database

servers) that are substantially devoted to housing all or part

of the databank 29. Although the databank 29 may be housed on

separate, dedicated computers, for the purposes of the present

disclosure the collection of computers (e.g., servers) are all

considered part of the memory component of the management

module 11.

[0057] The data may be structured in the databank 29 in any

suitable manner, including the following data structure forms:

relational database, object-oriented database, hierarchical

database, lightweight director access protocol (LDAP)

director, object-oriented-relational database, etc. The

databank 29 may conform to any database standard, or may

conform to a non-standard, private specification. The

databank 29 may be implemented using, for example, any number

of commercially-available database products, including SQL

Server and Access from Microsoft Corporation, Oracle® from

Oracle Corporation, Sybase® from Sybase, Incorporated, etc.

[0058] The operating system 27, other computer code, and data

may also reside on a removable non-transitory storage medium

that is loaded or installed onto management module 11 when

needed. Exemplary removable non-transitory storage media

include CD ROM, PC-CARD, memory card (e.g., flash memory

card), floppy disk, and/or magnetic tape.

[0059] The processor 25 is typically communicatively coupled

to a user interface 13. The management module 11 may

communicate with the user interface 13 (e.g., a user interface

residing in a mobile device or other client device) over the

communications network 12. Alternatively, the user

interface 13 may reside in the same device as the management

module 11, such as where the management module is a server

computer and the user interface is the server' s display

screen, keyboard, etc.) .



[0060] The user interface 13 includes a visual display 28

(e.g., display screen) . The visual display may be a touch

screen, which is capable of displaying visual information and

receiving tactile commands from a user. In addition to the

visual display 28, the user interface 13 may also include one

or more speakers, buttons, keyboards, mice, and/or

microphones .

[0061] The management module's network adapter 32 facilitates

communications (e.g., the exchange of messages) between the

management module 11 and other nodes of the communications

network 12, including communications between the management

module 11 and the scanner devices 14 (or other edge devices)

connected to the communications network 12. Messages, in the

context of this disclosure, include any intra-system or inter-

system communications, including communications of edge device

data and/or edge device behaviors. The network adapter 32 and

other components of the management module 11 are typically

connected to the processor via a system bus 31.

[0062] The management module 11 enables a user to manage

various aspects of the system 10 (via, for example, the user

interface 13) . In this regard, the processor 25 is typically

configured for displaying (e.g., with the visual display 28) a

physical view of the connections between the management module

11, the intermediate devices 15, and the scanner devices 14.

Figure 3 depicts an exemplary physical view of a system 10 for

managing scanner devices. The physical view typically

displays the "correct" physical topology of the connections

between the management module 11, the intermediate devices 15,

and the scanner devices 14 in a hub and spoke configuration.

Accordingly, the physical view typically includes a plurality

of icons 16, each representing one of the system devices

(e.g., a management module 11, an intermediate device 15, or a

scanner device 14) . The physical view also typically includes



a plurality of markers 17 representing the connections between

the various devices in the system 10. For example, each

marker 17 may be a line segment indicating a connection

between two devices.

[0063] In addition to the physical view, the processor 25 is

typically configured for displaying (e.g., with the visual

display) one or more user-defined views. Each user-defined

view may include one or more logical groupings of system

devices (e.g., intermediate devices 15 and scanning devices

14) that do not necessarily conform to the physical topology

of the system.

[0064] A first user-defined view typically includes a

plurality of icons 16, each icon 16 representing one of the

management module 11, intermediate devices 15, or scanner

devices 14. Within the first user-defined view, a user can

create (e.g., with a command sent from the user interface 13)

one or more user-defined folders 18 (e.g., a logical branch) .

Within each folder 18, a user may move one or more of the

icons 16 and/or one or more other folders 18. For each icon

16 that represents a surrogate device 15A, the first user-

defined view also typically includes an icon 16 for each

intermediate device 15 or scanner device 14 dependent on the

surrogate device 15A and one or more markers 17 (e.g., a line

segment) representing the connections therebetween.

[0065] Although a user has some freedom in moving the icons 16

with the first user-defined group, there are typically some

rules governing how the various icons 16 can be moved. In

this regard, any folder 18 can be moved within any other

folder 18. When a folder 18 is moved, its contents are moved

with it. In addition, any device that does not depend upon a

surrogate device 15A may be moved within any folder 18. In

contrast, any device that depends upon a surrogate device 15A



must remain attached (e.g., displayed as connected) to that

surrogate device 15A.

[0066] Figure 4 depicts an exemplary first user-defined view

of the system 10 depicted in Figure 3's physical view. In

Figure 4 , the various scanner devices 14 are positioned in

folders 18 that correspond to their scanner type. As depicted

in Figure 4 , scanner devices 14 (e.g., a smartphone with

scanning capabilities) that do not depend on a surrogate

device 15A may be freely positioned within a folder 18 in the

first user-defined view and, thus, do not need to be shown

connected to an intermediate device 15. Figure 4 further

depicts each device that requires a surrogate device 15A as

being connected to such a surrogate device 15A. For example,

Scanner Hub I acts as a surrogate device for Dumb Scanner II

and Dumb Scanner III. Moreover, PC II acts as a surrogate

device for Scanner Hub I (and for Dumb Scanner II and Dumb

Scanner III).

[0067] The processor 25 may also be configured for displaying

a second user-defined view. This second user-defined view

typically includes a plurality of icons 16, each icon 16

representing one of the management module 11, intermediate

devices 15, or scanner devices 14. For example, the second

user-defined view may include a plurality of icons 16, each of

which is a shortcut to a device icon depicted in the physical

view and/or first user-defined view. These shortcut icons are

typically positioned within a single folder 18 (e.g., logical

branch) . Accordingly, the second user-defined view typically

does not depict the connections between the various system

devices. Figure 5 depicts an exemplary second user-defined

view of the system depicted in Figure 3's physical view and

Figure 3's first user-defined view in which the various system

devices are shown as shortcuts within a single folder 18.



[0068] In one embodiment, the processor 25 may be configured

for detecting a change in the connections between the various

system devices (e.g., the management module 11, the

intermediate devices 15, and the scanner devices 14) and,

thereafter, updating the physical view, first user-defined

view, and/or second user-defined view to reflect a change in a

connection between the various system devices.

[0069] For example, the processor may be configured to detect

whether a system device has become disconnected from the

management module 11. If the processor detects that a device

has become disconnected, the processor may alter in each view

each icon 16 representing the disconnected device to indicate

that the device has become disconnected. By way of example,

each view may include a fully colored icon 16 for each

connected device and a greyed out icon for each disconnected

device. Therefore, a user can see if a device has become

disconnected and how that disconnected device was previously

connected .

[0070] The processor may be further configured to detect

whether a disconnected device has been reconnected. If the

processor detects that a device has become reconnected, the

processor may alter in each view each icon 16 representing the

reconnected device to indicate that the device has become

reconnected. By way of example, a greyed out icon 16, which

indicated that a device was previously disconnected, may be

altered to become a fully colored icon 16 to indicate that the

connection has been re-established. Furthermore, if the

device has been moved within the system 10 (e.g., disconnected

from a first surrogate device 15A and reconnected to a second

surrogate device 15A) , the icon 16 representing the device is

removed from its current location and relocated to its

updated, correct location (e.g., to correctly show how the

device is connected to other devices) . Typically, this



repositioning includes a reconfiguration of the markers 17

(e.g., deleting the marker 17 representing the old connection

and inserting at a different location a marker 17 representing

the new connection) .

[0071] In addition, the processor 25 may be configured to

detect when a new system device connects to the system 10.

After detecting a new device, the processor 25 may alter each

view to properly include the new device. Typically, this

involves creating a new icon 16 visually connected with a new

marker 17 .

[0072] In another embodiment, the processor 25 may be

configured for configuring one or more scanner devices 14 with

a configuration file (e.g., a configuration file stored within

the management module 11) . In this regard, the management

module 11 is typically capable of handling multiple known or

unknown types of configuration files for multiple types of

scanner devices. As such, the system 10 according to the

present invention allows a user to quickly configure multiple

devices connected to the system 10.

[0073] To configure one or more scanner devices 14, the

processor 25 may display an icon 16 representing a scanner

configuration file on the visual display 28. Next, the

processor may receive a command from the user interface 13

(e.g., by mouse or touchscreen input by the user) to drag the

icon 16 representing the scanner configuration file onto an

icon 16 representing a scanner device 14. Thereafter, the

processor 25 may configure the scanner device 14 in accordance

with the scanner configuration file.

[0074] Alternatively, the processor 25 may receive a command

from the user interface 13 to drag the icon 16 representing

the scanner configuration file onto an icon 16 representing a

surrogate device 15A (e.g., a personal computer or a scanner

hub) from which one or more scanner devices 14 depend.



Thereafter, the processor 25 may configure the surrogate

device 15A and each scanner device 14 dependent on the

surrogate device 15A in accordance with the scanner

configuration file. In this way, a user can propagate the

installation of a configuration file to a parent device and

all of its children devices via issuing a single command

through the user interface 13 (e.g., one drag and drop

command) .

[0075] The processor 25 may be configured for acquiring the

configuration of a scanner device 14. In this regard, the

processor 25 may be configured to receive a context-sensitive

input from the user interface 13 to select an icon 16

representing a scanner device 14. For example, the context-

sensitive input may be a right click on a mouse or a touch-

and-hold on a touch screen. In response to the context-

sensitive input, the processor may display on the visual

display 28 a menu having the option to acquire the

configuration of the selected scanner device 14. Next, the

processor 25 may receive a command from the user interface 13

to acquire the configuration of the selected scanner device

14. Finally, the processor 25 may acquire the configuration

of the selected scanner device 14. For example, the processor

25 may create or receive a corresponding scanner configuration

file and store the scanner configuration file on the

management module 11.

- - -

[0076] In one embodiment, the present system 10 for managing

scanner devices may be deployed for gathering customer data

(e.g., consumer feedback data) . In this regard, the present

system 10 for managing scanner devices may be deployed in a

retail environment (e.g., a department store).

[0077] In addition to the foregoing described management

module 11, scanner devices 14, and intermediate devices 15,



the system 10 further includes one or more customer-data-

capturing modules 20 in communication with the management

module 11 as shown in Figure 6 . Each of the customer-data-

capturing modules 20 is associated with one or more scanner

devices 14. Each customer-data-capturing module 20 may be a

component of a scanner device 14, a component of an

intermediate device 15, or a separate device associated with a

scanner device or intermediate device 15 (e.g., a separate

device that is in communication with, and proximate to, one of

these devices) . For example, the customer-data-capturing

module 20 may be a customer-facing imager (e.g., camera,

single-color camera, stereo-color camera, thermal camera,

etc.) that is capable of capturing customer-gesture data. The

imager typically is capable of recognizing a plurality of

human gestures (e.g., crossed arms, frown, hands on hip, and

no movement versus heavy movement) through the use of gesture

recognition technology. Each of the recognized gestures

typically is associated with a customer' s level of

satisfaction (e.g., satisfied, unsatisfied, neutral, etc.).

[0078] By way of further example, the customer-data-capturing

module 20 may be a customer interface with which a customer

may volunteer (e.g., initiate) feedback information. In a

particular embodiment, the customer interface may be a button

pad having two buttons, with a first button for indicating

that a customer is satisfied (e.g., would recommend a

particular product) , and a second button for indicating that

that a customer is unsatisfied (e.g., would not recommend a

particular product) . For example, the first button may be

labeled with a "thumbs up" indicator (e.g., decal, label) and

the second button may be labeled with a "thumbs down"

indicator .

[0079] The management module 11 is typically configured for

receiving the customer data from the customer-data-capturing



module 20. In addition, the management module 11 typically is

configured for receiving transaction information

(e.g., product type and price acquired from a barcode scan)

from a scanner device 14 and/or intermediate device 15 (e.g.,

POS system) associated with the customer-data capturing module

20. The transaction information typically includes indicia

information (e.g., data acquired by the scanner device by

decoding an indicia such as a barcode) . The management module

typically will then correlate the customer data (e.g.,

customer feedback data) with the transaction information) .

For example, the management module 20 may analyze customer

gesture information acquired at the point of sale to define

probable customer satisfaction statistics with the product (s)

purchased or scanned at the time the gestures were captured.

In other words, as each product being purchased by the

customer is scanned by the scanner device 14 at the point of

sale, the customer-data capturing module 20 acquires customer

data for association with the scanned product. For example,

as a customer scans each product in a self-checkout line, an

imager can register the customer' s satisfaction level by

analyzing captured gesture information. Alternatively, or in

addition, a customer can depress a button indicating the

customer' s level of satisfaction with each product as that

product is being scanned at the point of sale. This

information may then be used as feedback (e.g., with a

feedback module) to enhance product design and/or purchase

experience, thereby increasing customer satisfaction.

- - -

[0080] Advances in the performance and miniaturization of

computing technology, accompanied by an associated decrease in

the cost of such technologies, has permitted the incorporation

of computing power into a wide variety of edge devices such as

automobiles, home appliances (e.g., microwave ovens, washing



machines, refrigerators, thermostats, televisions, etc.),

medical instruments, smartphones, industrial equipment, pet

collars, door locks, fitness trackers, smoke alarms, and many

more. It is anticipated that continuing improvements in

miniaturization techniques and decreased costs, coupled with

rising consumer demand, will result in a growing population of

edge devices. As technology advances, manufacturers will

continue to expand the universe of goods that incorporate

their own data-generating power and communications network

connectivity. Even goods that are presently not readily

associated with computing technology (e.g., apparel), will

likely one day incorporate an ability to generate data either

autonomously or in association with a companion edge device

(e.g., a smartphone) . Radio-frequency identification (RFID)

and near-field communication (NFC) are examples of

technologies that may be used to allow traditionally

incommunicative (e.g., dumb) devices and goods to generate

data. Even mundane items such as office staplers can be

implanted with an RFID tag that, when coupled to an RFID

reader that is connected to a communications network, can

track information about the stapler.

[0081] As the number of edge devices continues to grow, so

does the amount of information being generated by these edge

devices. Even edge devices that generate relatively small

amounts of data (e.g., an edge device implanted with an RFID

tag that only transmits an identification number) can

collectively produce large amounts of data when there are

great numbers of those edge devices (e.g., hundreds of

thousands of units or more) .

[0082] And in this information age, the information generated

by these edge devices has value. Manufacturers of edge

devices, for example, place a value on knowing how consumers

are using their edge devices. Through the use of data



analytics techniques, these manufacturers, as well as other

interested parties, can mine the edge device data to provide

statistics regarding a variety of interest areas. Providing

manufacturers with access to data regarding how their edge

device products are being used can help the manufacturers

know, for example, what are the most popular (or least

popular) features of their product, what are the failure rates

for different components of the manufacturer's edge device,

and how their products are geographically distributed. The

precise nature of the information that can be obtained from a

given edge device depends, of course, upon its configuration

and inherent data gathering and computing capabilities, if

any .

[0083] As the number of edge devices continues to grow, the

total amount of data potentially made available by these edge

devices likewise grows exponentially. In other words, the

explosion in the population of edge devices, which is

presently in its early stages, is generating a tremendous

amount of edge device operational information. Some estimates

suggest that by 2017 nearly half of total IP traffic will

originate with non-PC devices such as tablets, smartphones,

and other edge-devices. Forecasts also predict that North

American IP traffic, for example, will increase to three times

current levels by 2017.

[0084] There are two primary challenges to creating a system

for managing data related to edge devices. First, any system

seeking to manage this information must account for the

disparate nature of the edge devices that results in the

generation of heterogeneous data. In particular, different

edge devices are likely to have different operating systems,

different programming languages, and different ways of

organizing and representing their data. Consequently, any

system attempting to interface with these disparate edge



devices must be able to successfully process their associated

heterogeneous data while maintaining system scalability,

efficiency and usability.

[0085] Second, the system must incentivize owners of edge

devices to connect to the system so that the data from their

edge devices can be gathered and processed. If a sufficient

percentage of owners of edge devices do not connect their edge

devices to the system so that their data can be accessed, then

the body of data gathered by the system will be insufficient

to satisfy the needs of manufacturers (e.g., producers) or

other parties interested in benefitting from the information

gleaned from edge devices participating in the system. In

other words, an impetus must exist to drive owners to connect

edge devices to the system so that a critical mass of data can

be gathered that is sufficient to support a meaningful

analysis .

[0086] To satisfy these requirements, the system according to

the present invention provides an extensible, modular

communication architecture that allows for data related to

edge devices to be sent and received on a system-wide basis.

This is accomplished by system components that are engaged in

the translation of incoming data into a standardized format as

well as the routing of data to appropriate destinations within

and without the system.

[0087] In addition, the system incentivizes consumers to

connect edge devices to the system by providing them the

opportunity to increase the functionality, usability, and

customizability of their edge device as a benefit of

connecting the edge device to the system. Consumers are given

the opportunity to access the edge device behaviors of their

edge devices through plug-in applications made available by

the system. While a consumer may be provided with out-of-the

box access to a certain subset of a given device's edge device



behaviors, the needs of individual consumers may be different.

Some of these needs may not be met b y the out-of-the box

configuration of behavior controls. In these situations,

consumers of edge devices require more customizable and more

complete access to the behaviors of their edge devices. Edge

device plug-in applications can provide greater access to an

edge device's data and behaviors b y allowing customized and/or

enhanced access to the edge device (versus an out-of-the box

configuration, for example) .

[0088] The system according to the present invention creates a

platform that facilitates the exchange of edge device data and

edge device behaviors. More particularly, the present system

serves as the foundation for an exchange or marketplace

wherein data producers (e.g., owners or operators of edge

devices) provide data consumers (e.g., manufacturers of edge

devices, vendors of edge devices, marketing companies, etc.)

with access to their edge device data in exchange for access

to edge device behaviors afforded b y plug-in applications

provided b y the data consumers. Although the terms data

producer and data consumer are used in this disclosure, it

will be understood that these terms are used for convenience

only. A data consumer, for example, is intended not only to

refer to a manufacturer of a particular edge device, but is

intended to cover more broadly any person or entity with an

interest (e.g., a financial interest) in securing access to

edge device data in exchange for providing one or more plug-in

applications that provide a data producer with greater access

to edge device behaviors capable of controlling the data

producer's edge device. Similarly, data producers covers not

only the owner of an edge device, but any person or entity

with the ability (e.g., authority) to provide a data consumer

with access to data generated b y an edge device in exchange

for plug-in applications that may provide additional behaviors

or access to the edge device.



[0089] Therefore, in another aspect, the present invention

also embraces a system for intelligent management of edge

device operational information. The management module 11 of

the system 10 according to the present invention receives

operational information from a plurality of distributed

scanner devices 14 (or, in some embodiments, other types of

edge devices 14A) via the communications network 12 as shown

in Figure 7 . The operational information transmitted by each

of the scanner devices 14 may include two primary types of

information: device data and/or device behaviors.

[0090] Edge devices have the capacity to generate varying

amounts and types of device data. Device data may include

data gathered by the edge device (e.g. via sensory input, user

input, etc.) . For example, device data may include data

gathered from a scanner device's decoding of an indicia (e.g, .

reading a barcode) . By way of further example, device data may

include data that has been input into the scanner device 14 by

a user (e.g., alphanumeric text entered via a keypad, digital

signatures entered via the scanner devices touchscreen, etc.).

Device data may also include data generated by the scanner

device 14 from other data, including the output of

calculations performed on data received by the scanner device

14. Typically, scanner devices 14 having greater computing

power (e.g., smartphones having indicia-reading capabilities),

will be capable of generating more device data (e.g., more

types of device data) than a scanner device with less

computing power (e.g., a "dumb" scanning device) . For

example, a smartphone may generate a substantial amount of

device data relating to the smartphone' s geographical position

at various points in time (e.g., geo-location data gathered

via global positioning satellite (GPS) technology) , call

detail records (e.g., call duration, time-to-connect , etc.),

Short Messaging Service (e.g., text messaging) data, as well



as usage data relating to the applications stored on the

smartphone, just to name a few.

[0091] Other edge devices are capable of generating various

types of device data. An intelligent thermostat may generate

device data regarding user-preferred temperature settings, the

time it takes for the system to achieve a desired temperature

setting, power consumption, as well as actual temperature

readings at various times. An intelligent automobile may

generate device data regarding vehicle speed, braking, engine

performance, gas mileage, and vehicle maintenance. An

intelligent sneaker may gather edge device data indicating how

many steps are taken in the shoe before the sole begins to

fail. An intelligent elevator may generate data on how many

occupants are inside at any given time, the total weight being

transported by the elevator car, or the average number of

elevator calls made per unit of time.

[0092] An edge device may also generate device metadata. Edge

device metadata represents a description of the information

being gathered and/or manipulated by the edge device. Device

metadata represents a summary description of the raw device

data. For example, an exemplary file containing device data

from an intelligent refrigerator may contain 10,000

temperature readings taken over a period of thirty days.

Rather than reviewing all of the device data to determine that

there are indeed 10,000 temperature readings present, the

device metadata can summarize the device data by providing a

short statement indicating that there are 10,000 temperature

reading data points in the overall device data. In other

words, the device metadata provides a short description of the

larger body of device data, thereby providing a more efficient

way of determining the qualities of a given set of device

data. For purposes of this disclosure, device data may

include edge device metadata.



[0093] Operational information may also include device

behaviors. Device behaviors can be used to alter the state of

a scanner device 14 (or any other edge device 14A connected to

the system 10), or simply to access the scanner device 14.

Device behaviors are constructed of vocabularies that are

recognized and acted upon by the scanner device 14. In some

embodiments, device behaviors can be computer methods or

subroutines. For example, a scanner device 14 may have a set

of device behaviors that include methods for changing the

state of the scanner device to activate the laser to read a

barcode, increase the gain of the signal reflected from the

insignia (e.g., to compensate for greater distances between

the reader and indicia) , power down the laser to conserve

power, or adjust the sweep angle of the laser, among others.

By way of further example, and to help illustrate the

application of the present invention to other types of edge

devices, an intelligent thermostat may have behaviors for

turning the device on or off, changing the temperature

setting, and setting or modifying a schedule of temperature

settings (e.g., setting different temperatures for different

parts of the day) . An exemplary set of device behaviors

(e.g., methods) for a thermostat may include "setTemp, "

"setPower, " and/or "setTimer." In other words, the device

behaviors include vocabularies for interfacing with the edge

device .

[0094] The vocabularies of the edge devices 14A are those

words, symbols or other indicators used by the edge device to

describe data or understood by the device as edge device

commands. For example, an intelligent elevator might have the

word "grosWt" in its vocabulary, which the edge device uses to

indicate the total weight being carried in the elevator car at

any given moment (e.g., grosWt=300 means the car is carrying

300 kilograms) . Any software application interfacing with the

edge elevator would need to understand the vocabulary term



"grosWt" to be able to understand the data being generated by

the edge elevator.

[0095] Reference is now made to Figure 8 . To facilitate

exchange of information, including operational information,

between system components, including between the management

module 11 and scanner devices 14, the management module 11

includes one or more data conversion modules 46 (e.g., data

conversion program modules) . A data conversion module 46

serves as an interpreter for any scanner device 14 (or any

other edge device 14A, system component, application, program

module, etc.) that sends a communication (e.g., message) to

the management module 11 via the communications network 12.

Because different types of edge devices, including different

types of scanner devices 14, typically employ different data

formats for representing their respective operational

information, including different vocabularies for representing

(e.g., describing) that operational information, the data

conversion module 46 conforms all messages, including messages

containing operational information, to a data format that can

be understood by one or more system components that will

receive the message. Therefore, the system 10 uses data

conversion modules 46 to map heterogeneous data formats,

interfaces, and protocols into a common data model and format.

As a result, data conversion modules 46 effectively hide the

inherent data heterogeneity present within the system 10,

thereby facilitating communications between system components.

[0096] To convert each message 48 (e.g., object, instance,

data packet) containing operational information 40 transmitted

to the management module 11 by the networked, disparate

scanner devices 14, or other edge devices 14A, the system

employs one or more data conversion modules 46 to (i) receive

the message 48, (ii) convert the message 48 into a common

messaging container, and (iii) transmit the message 48 within



the common messaging container 50 to the appropriate broker

module (discussed below) to process and/or route that

particular message 54. Typically, a different data conversion

module 46 is needed for each type of edge device, module, or

application (e.g., plug-in application) that needs to

interface with the management module 11.

[0097] After a data conversion module 46 receives a message 54

from a scanner device 14 or other edge device 14A, the data

conversion module 46 converts the operational information 40

into a common messaging container 50 according to a set of

encoding rules (e.g., encoding protocol, encoding standards,

formatting standards) implemented by the data conversion

module 46. Typically, the common messaging container 50 will

include a header portion for providing information about, for

example, the source of the operational information 40 embedded

in the common messaging container 50. The data conversion

module 46 may add other information to the header portion of

the common messaging container 50, including timestamp and

destination information (e.g., destination IP address, port

number, etc .).

[0098] Typically, when creating a common messaging container

50, the data conversion module 46 uses the vocabulary

prescribed by its own encoding protocol to describe, for

example, the operational information 40 embedded in the common

messaging container 50. In other words, rather than

describing the operational information 40 received from the

scanner device 14 or other edge device 14A in the native

vocabulary of the sending device, the data conversion module

46 translates the device's native vocabulary into the data

conversion module's vocabulary such that destination modules

can understand the contents of the common messaging container

46.



[0099] Alternatively, when creating a common messaging

container 50, a data conversion module 46 may include all or

portions of the operational information 14 in the scanner

device's own native vocabulary (e.g., raw data, binary or

unparsed data, etc.) . Typically, the data conversion module

46 creates header information indicating that the common

messaging container holds operational information 40 in its

native format, and it may provide instructions for retrieving

or handling the data. In this way, the common messaging

container 50 serves as an envelope (e.g., wrapper) for the

operational information 40 in its native format. This

envelope approach allows for the native (e.g., raw)

operational information 40 to be transported throughout the

system 10 to its proper destination, including, for example,

the databank 29 containing a repository of all operational

information 40. This approach may be less desirable, however,

because it preserves device data 42 in a native format that

may not be understood by the management module 11, thereby

inhibiting the ability of the management module 11 to query

the device data 16 enveloped in the common messaging

container .

[00100] Note that data conversion modules 46 may be configured

to place other messages 48 besides those carrying operational

information 14 into a common messaging container 50. For

example, any message 48 required to be delivered between

disparate components of the system 10 (e.g., disparate edge

devices 15A, applications or other components) will typically

be embedded within a common messaging container 50 by a data

conversion module 46. In other words, a data conversion

module 46 may be configured to package within a common

messaging container 50 instances of device operational

information 40 (e.g., objects) and/or other types of messages

48 (e.g., service requests).



[00101] Having received the edge device's operational

information 40 and converted it into a common messaging

container 50 that can be transported (e.g., transmitted)

throughout the system 10, the message 48 (now in the form of a

common messaging container 50) that has the operational

information 40 embedded within it (natively or in translated

form) may be passed along to a broker module 49.

[00102] Generally speaking, where there are N different system

components (e.g., applications), the number of interfaces

(e.g., links) between the N applications is

(N 2-N)/2. Consequently, as N gets larger, there is exponential

growth in the number of possible interfaces between

components. This illustrates the problem with creating a

point-to-point architecture for the connection of edge devices

and other system components. The point-to-point architecture

is non-scalable and quickly leads to what is commonly called a

"spaghetti architecture" with an unwieldy number of

interfaces. To avoid this problem and to promote scalability,

in one embodiment, the system according to the present

invention adopts the usage of message brokers to facilitate

the integration of disparate edge devices and other components

of the system. Referring now to Figure 9 , the management

module 11 may include a broker module 52 (e.g., broker

server (s) ). The broker module 52 provides message-brokering

facilities (e.g., brokering facilities). These brokering

facilities include message-processing services (e.g., message

transformation, message warehousing, and content-based

routing) and message-filtering services. Message-processing

services include routing the message to a destination based

upon the content of the message and/or transforming the

message by changing the contents of the message (e.g., adding

to and/or removing information from the message) . Message-

filtering services provided by the broker module 52 prevent or

allow messages (e.g., messages embedded in common messaging



containers) to reach specified destinations. Through the use

of multiple broker modules 52, the management module 11 can

accommodate the interconnection of a large number of disparate

scanner devices 14 and other edge devices 14A.

[00103] Broker modules 52 typically include three types of

connections for communicating with system components. First,

broker modules 52 have a databank connection 54 for recording

all transactions (e.g., messages) received by the broker

module 49. Second, broker modules 49 have at least one data

conversion module connection 56 for interfacing with data

conversion modules 46 that pass common messaging containers 50

to broker modules 52, or for receiving common messaging

containers 50 from a child broker module 52. Broker modules

52 can have any number of data conversion module connections

56 to facilitate interfacing with various types of data

conversion modules 46 (e.g., HTML data conversion modules,

edge device conversion modules, etc.) . Third, broker modules

52 have an access connection 58 for facilitating the addition

of data conversion module connections to the broker module 52,

for querying information about the broker module 52, and for

asking the broker module 52 to provide various services (e.g.,

tasks) .

[00104] Broker modules 52 may use different techniques for

interconnecting disparate edge devices and modules. In an

exemplary embodiment, the broker modules 52 may adopt a

publish-subscribe model in which messages are published to a

corresponding "channel." System components (e.g., messaging

clients) wishing to have access to the messages 48 published

to that channel must "subscribe" to the channel to be eligible

to receive the information stored in those messages 48. In

this way, the broker module transmits a message to a messaging

client only if the message meets the predefined parameters

(e.g., the message relates to a specified channel) published



by the messaging client to the broker module. For example, an

intelligent scanning device 14 may publish to the management

module 11 that it has successfully read a barcode (e.g., a

scan event message) . This scan event message is transmitted

to the management module 11, packaged within a common

messaging container 50 by a data conversion module 46, and

then identified by a broker module 52 as belonging to a scan

event channel. Subsequently, any subscriber (e.g., device,

module, application, service, client, etc.) that subscribes to

that channel will have access to the particular scan event.

[00105] The use of broker modules 52 creates a system

architecture that is inherently extensible and allows the

management module 11 to meet the communication-intensive

nature of the system 10 wherein communications typically span

disparate domains. Adding to the system's extensibility,

broker modules 52 may be configured to be clients of other

broker modules 52. This allows for the "chaining" of broker

modules 52 in a way that facilitates communication between

disparate domains (e.g., disparate edge devices), while

maintaining simplified and modular system administration.

Figure 10 is a block diagram illustrating a chaining of three

exemplary broker modules 52. In this example, if a messaging

client 60 of Broker Module B wants to receive messages 48 sent

by messaging clients 60 of Broker Module A , then Broker Module

B 's messaging client 60 subscribes with Broker Module B .

Broker Module B , in turn, subscribes to receive the same type

of messages 48 from Broker Module A . Having established this

chain, whenever one of Broker Module A 's messaging clients 60

publishes a message 48 of the type requested by Broker Module

B 's client, then Broker Module A will deliver (e.g., transmit)

the message 48 to Message Broker B in accordance with the

subscription. Typically, as soon as Message Broker B receives

the message 48, it will deliver it to all of Broker Module B 's



messaging clients 60 that have subscribed for that type of

message 48.

[00106] There are numerous advantages to employing broker

modules 52 for facilitating the intra-system and inter-system

transfer of heterogeneous data generated from, for example,

disparate edge devices 14A. First, broker modules 52 allow

for asynchronous message delivery in that the message-sender

and message-receiver need not be connected to the system

(e.g., through a connection to the communications network 12)

at the same time. This is possible because broker modules 52

employ persistent storage (e.g., dedicated hard disk space) to

back up the message queues, thereby enabling the broker

modules 52 to deliver a message at a later time (e.g., when

the destination device connects to the communications network

12) .

[00107] Second, a broker module 52 can transform the messages

48 that it receives. Because the system 10 typically seeks to

preserve operational information 40 so that it may be later

accessed (e.g., by user queries), broker modules 52 send a

copy of all messages 48 containing operational information 40

to the databank 29. But broker modules 52 have the added

capability of being able to transform messages 48 en route to

the message's destination. As a message 48 flows through a

broker module 52, the broker module 52 can intercept the

message 48 and transform the message 48 into a new or

different message 48 according to a set of rules. For

example, the broker module 52 may truncate, rearrange, or

translate the operational information 40 contained in the

message 48 according to the needs of the particular broker

module's messaging client 60.

[00108] Third, broker modules 52 are capable of filtering

messages 48 to partition messages to sub-domains of the system

10. Typically, a message broker 52 by default allows messages



48 for all destinations to pass through. Each broker module

52 can be configured, however, to only allow messages 48 for

specific destinations to pass. For example, a broker module

52 can be configured to only deliver a message 48 to a

messaging client 60 (e.g., subscriber) if the contents of the

message 48 match the parameters set by the messaging client

60. Filtering messages can prevent the message broker's

messaging client 60 from being inundated with irrelevant

messages 48 which may inhibit system performance.

[00109] The management module 11 is further configured to

perform queries (e.g, database queries) of the databank 29. A

user can access the data stored in the databank 29 by

submitting a query for processing by the management module 11.

Typically, a user queries the databank 29 by entering the

query via the user interface 13, which may be any computer

device having a user interface that is connected to the

management module 11 via the communications network 12.

Exemplary computers that may be used to submit a databank

query include desktop computers, laptop computers, tablet

computers, and smartphones. Users may enter their databank

query using, for example, a keyboard or touchscreen.

Typically, the management module 11 provides a graphical user

interface (e.g., a search box) allowing a user to enter a

natural language search query. The user may be required to

sign into the system 10 prior to submitting a query, and the

user' s access to the system may be limited to the retrieval of

only certain data depending on the user's credentials. The

user query is received by the management module 11. The

management module 11 may convert the natural language query

into a formal query language before executing the query of the

databank 29. The management module 11 queries the databank 29

and returns the results of the query to the user via the user

interface 13 (e.g., displayed on the visual display 28).



[00110] By way of example, a user may wish to query the system

10 for the amount of scanner devices 14 that the user's

company has located at a specified facility. The user might

enter the following exemplary query using the user interface

13: "What scanner devices are at the Smith Warehouse?" The

user interface 13 transmits this natural language query to the

management module 11. The management module 11 typically

converts the natural language query to the query language used

by the management module 11. The management module 11

executes the query and retrieves from the databank 29 the data

that is responsive to the query (e.g., the query results) .

[00111] In addition to allowing system users to obtain data

from the databank 29 by submitting queries for processing by

the management module 11, the processor 25 of the system 10

according to the present invention also provides the

capability of returning a list of plug-in applications that

are capable of understanding the vocabulary of the scanner

device (s) 14, or other edge device (s) 14A, that is addressed

(e.g., referenced) by the query and/or the query results. In

other words, if the query and/or query results contain a

reference to a particular type of scanner device 14, then the

management module 11 will also return to the user interface 13

(or otherwise provide to the user) a listing of those plug-in

applications that are compatible with that particular type of

device. In this way, the management module 11 provides an

efficient and intelligent means for identifying to a user

those plug-in applications that may be useful to a user in

conjunction with the operation of their device. The plug-in

application may provide the user with functionality for

analyzing the operational data generated by their scanner

device 14, for controlling the operations (e.g., behaviors) of

the scanner device 14, or any other functionalities that the

designers of the plug-in application (e.g., device

manufacturers or third-party vendors) may incorporate.



[00112] In addition to providing a listing of device-compatible

plug-in applications in response to a user' s query of the

databank 29, the management module 11 generally also provides

means for acquiring the plug-in application. For example, the

management module may provide a hyperlink to a URL where the

plug-in application may be acquired. In an alternative

embodiment, the management module 11 facilitates access to the

plug-in application through application service provider

constructs (e.g., software as a service).

[00113] As shown in Figure 11, the management module 11

identifies those plug-in applications 62 that are compatible

with any scanner device 14 or other edge device 14A identified

in the query results from the databank 29 by acquiring

comprehension information 64 with respect to each plug-in

application 62. Typically, the comprehension information 64

is acquired by the management module 11 from a vendor module

66. The vendor module 66 typically stores plug-in

applications 66 (e.g., plug-in applications created by device

manufacturers, third-party software designers, or other plug-

in application vendors) as well as comprehension information

64 relating to each plug-in application 62 stored therein.

Comprehension information 64 typically includes an

identification of particular vocabularies (e.g., vocabularies

that describe device data and device behaviors) that a plug-in

application understands. In this way, the system 10 is able to

store comprehension information 64 indicating the edge device

vocabularies understood by each of the plug-in applications 62

to be made available to system users who have appropriate

credentials .

[00114] When the management module 11 obtains the results of

the user's query of the databank 29, it compares the query

with the comprehension information 64 acquired from the vendor

module 66 (e.g., from a comprehension information database).



Upon determining which, if any, plug-in applications 62 are

capable of understanding at least a portion of the

vocabularies that are used by the edge devices 14A referenced

in the query and/or query results, the management module 11

returns a listing of those plug-in applications 62 for display

to the user via the user interface 13.

[00115] In an exemplary embodiment, the management module 11

also acquires a plug-in application interface for each plug-in

application 62. A plug-in application interface is configured

to allow the management module 11 to communicate with the

plug-in application 62 via the communications network 12. The

developer of the edge device plug-in application (e.g., a

device manufacturer) will usually make the plug-in interface

available to the system 10 so that the management module 11

will be able to interface with the developer' s plug-in

application 62, thereby making it possible for the developer's

plug-in application 62 to be among those plug-in applications

62 potentially chosen by a user for accessing and/or

controlling the user's edge device 14A. In other words,

developers of plug-in applications 62 are incentivized to

include their plug-in application interface in the system 10

because doing so enables the management module 11 to link

users to that developer's plug-in application 62.

[00116] When the management module 11 identifies a particular

plug-in application (s) 62 as being capable of understanding

some/all of the vocabularies present in the query and/or query

results, the management module 11 interfaces with the

corresponding plug-in application 62 using the appropriate

plug-in application interface. Via the plug-in application

interface, the management module 11 acquires from the plug-in

application 62 a visual rendering of the query results that

contain parts of the vocabularies from edge devices 14A that

the plug-in application understands. The management module 11



displays these visual results to the user via the user

interface 13 (e.g., a graphical display on the visual

display) . By displaying the visual rendering of the query

results that a plug-in application 62 understands to a user,

the system 10 provides the user an understanding of how

effectively the plug-in application will be able to interface

with the user's edge device 14A. Where the management module

11 identifies multiple plug-in applications 62 that are

capable of understanding at least some of the vocabularies in

the query results, the management module 11 ranks the plug-in

applications 62 according to their degree of understanding

(e.g., the percentage of the vocabularies that they

understand) . In this way, a user can evaluate which plug-in

applications 62 will be most/least effective at interfacing

with the user's edge device 14A in the desired way.

[00117] When amassing extremely large amounts of data from an

extremely large number of edge devices, efficiency in

describing the data is particularly important. The selection

of a vocabulary for use by an edge device 14A, for instance,

in describing the data that it generates or the behaviors that

control the device can be important to the device's ability to

be fully and effectively utilized in a networked environment.

In one embodiment of the system 10 according to the present

invention, therefore, the management module includes a

vocabularies database 70. The vocabularies database 70 stores

different vocabularies that can be used with different edge

devices 14A. In other words, the vocabularies database 70 is

a repository of the different vocabularies that can be used to

describe the device data 42 and device behaviors 44 of an edge

device 14A. Typically, the vocabularies database 70 will

store a plurality of vocabularies capable of being used in

conjunction with any given device. Typically, the

vocabularies database 70 is populated by the submissions of

device vocabularies by device manufacturers (e.g.,



developers) . When a manufacturer creates a device, it

determines the vocabulary that will be used to describe the

device data and device behavior. The manufacturer may upload

the vocabulary used for a given device to the vocabularies

database 70. The vocabularies in the vocabularies database 70

may be subsequently incorporated into the development of other

devices whose developers wish to incorporate some or all of a

desired vocabulary. Over time, manufacturers will tend to

gravitate to using in their devices those vocabularies that

prove to be the most efficient, most effective, most

descriptive, and easiest to interpret and otherwise utilize

within the system. In other words, over time, edge devices

14A will tend to incorporate (e.g., be programmed to utilize)

those vocabularies that are deemed the most efficient,

effective, or otherwise desirable in describing the device

data 42 and device behaviors 44. In this way, the system's

incorporation of a vocabularies database 70 facilitates the

crowd sourcing of device vocabularies whereby communities of

device developers cooperate (explicitly and implicitly) in the

creation of the most useful vocabularies.

[00118] In an alternative embodiment, the management module 11

is configured to store the topology of the components of the

system 10. More particularly, the management module 11 tracks

the status of the connections between broker modules 52 and

edge devices 14A. Typically, the management module 11 is

configured for displaying to the user via the user interface

13, substantially in real time, the connections between broker

modules 52 and edge devices 14A. The management module 11

usually displays the topology of these connections in a

graphical user interface with icons 16 representing the

individual broker modules 52 and edge devices 14A, and markers

17 indicating the status of the connections.



[00119] As mentioned, a wide variety of edge devices exist that

are capable of generating large amounts of diverse types of

operational information. This operational information can

come in the form of binary data accessible at ports already

built into the device but used for purposes other than

transmission of the data over a communications network for use

by disparate domains. For example, some edge devices may have

a diagnostics port that allows access to the edge device's

operational information only by specialized diagnostic

domains. To enable the edge device to exchange operational

information with other, disparate edge devices and other

components and systems over a communications network, it is

generally necessary to employ a communications adapter. To be

able to interface with the edge device, the communications

adapter should accommodate the data port's prescribed

protocols and physical interface requirements. Devices using

RFID tags (or similar technologies (e.g., NFC)) generally have

no physical port, but an adapter should nevertheless

accommodate the wireless interface and protocol. In other

situations, custom data ports could be created. Some may need

to be fully customized, while others could be based upon

communication interface standards agreed upon by device

manufacturers interested in making their device's operational

information available to the system 10. Whatever the case,

these devices all require a communications adapter to provide

access to the system (e.g., to the management module via the

communications network) .

[00120] In this regard, the present invention also embraces a

communications adapter for connecting a dumb device to a

communications network. In an exemplary embodiment, the

communication adapter is a device that is configured for

enabling the transmission of operational information from a

dumb device to a communications network.



[00121] Dumb devices without connectivity can be almost any

machine, apparatus, or appliance that generates measurable

data. Forklifts, thermostats, and cars are all examples of

these types of devices. In the past, the operational

information generated by these devices has either been ignored

or used only in limited ways. The communication adapter

allows access to this operational information to allow for

more general use in a wider variety of ways beyond the strict

confines of the dumb device's own domain. The communication

adapter must communicate with the protocol of the dumb device

and physically interface with either existing data I/O ports

or I/O ports customized for enabling interfacing with the

communication adapter. Consequently, a communication adapter

suitable for use with one type of dumb device will typically

not conform to the same specifications as a communication

adapter for another type of dumb device. In other words, each

type of dumb device may be required to have a uniquely

configured communication adapter. In general, however, the

basic structure of a communication adapter may be described as

follows .

[00122] Reference is now made to Figure 13. The communication

adapter 80 can be connected (e.g., communicatively coupled) to

a device with a supporting connector, a cable, or via wireless

communications (e.g., RFID, Wi-Fi, etc.). The communication

adapter 80 is typically of a physical size that easily

integrates with the dumb device (not pictured) . Dumb device

operational information 40 can be passed to and from the dumb

device via an input-output interface 84 (e.g., I/O interface) .

The I/O interface (i) communicatively connects with the dumb-

device (e.g., electrical connection, radio connection, etc.);

(ii) accommodates a variety of forms of operational

information (e.g., analog, digital, and/or wireless); (iii)

transmits and receive data traffic; and (iv) undoes any

modulation or coding schemes imparted on the incoming



operational information. The I/O interface 84 may convert the

raw operational information generated by the dumb device into

a data stream that is suitable for communication with the

management module 11. The operational information is clocked

into a transmit data buffer 86 where it is stored until it is

ready to be retransmitted. A receive data buffer 94 may be

included to store incoming data (e.g., data received from the

management module 11) until it is ready to be transmitted to

the dumb device 82. The I/O logic 88 is a processor that

handles the routing and traffic control of the incoming and

outgoing operational information. The I/O logic 88 also

converts data into and out of packets. The media access

control (MAC) layer module 90 provides address information to

the packets and controls the message timing in coordination

with an onboard clock 96. The physical layer module 92

provides the electrical, mechanical, and procedural interface

to the transmission medium associated with the management

module 11. The physical layer module 92 also communicates the

data to the receiving entity which may be an intermediate

device 15, or it may send it directly to the communications

network 12. This communication can be wired or wireless and

can be sent via a variety of different protocols (e.g.,

Bluetooth, 802.11, CDMA). Where the communication adapter 80

transmits the operational information to an intermediate

device 15, the intermediate device may translate the

operational information using its installed data conversion

module 46 before introducing it into the communications

network 12 .

- - -

[00123] In another aspect, the present invention embraces a

method for storing operational information on a computer-

readable storage medium. As mentioned, the databank 29

typically stores operational information transmitted to the



management module 11 by the various edge devices 14A that are

connected via the communications network 12. Furthermore, due

to the improved scalability afforded by the systems and

methods described herein, it is possible for there to be a

very large number of edge devices 14A in communication with

the management module 11. With a very large number of edge

devices 14A each, individually, transmitting large amounts of

operational information 40, the databank 29 is called upon to

store extremely vast amounts of data.

[00124] The databank 29 typically is required to store and

retrieve complex and disparate data as efficiently as

possible. To enable this functionality, the databank 29

typically adopts a hierarchical data organization scheme for

the storage of data. As will be appreciated by a person of

ordinary skill in the art, a hierarchical database model is a

data model in which data is organized using parent-child

relationships to form a tree-like structure among a collection

of nodes (e.g., records, elements) . The pattern of organizing

the data follows a one-to-many relationship where each parent

node may have many child nodes, but each child nodes only has

one parent. The originating node (e.g., the node that is a

child of no other node) is known as the root node. An

internal node (i.e., inner node or branch node) is any node

that has child nodes. Those nodes that have no children are

leaf nodes (i.e., outer node, terminal node) . A subtree of

tree T is a tree consisting of a node in T and all of its

descendants in T .

[00125] According to the present invention, the hierarchical

data contained in the databank 29 is updated using a merge

tree storage and retrieval solution. In an exemplary

embodiment, the databank 29 houses data within one or more XML

documents. As will be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in

the art, an XML document embodies a hierarchical data



organization scheme. Using the method according to the

present invention, data is added to the databank' s XML

document using a merge tree approach. The merge tree approach

allows for large amounts of data to be stored very efficiently

because it avoids redundant data storage without compromising

the fidelity of the stored data. This merge tree approach is

feasible because an XML document is an ordered, labeled tree.

Each node of the tree corresponds to an XML element within the

XML document. The leaf nodes correspond to leaf elements,

which are elements that have no other elements nested within

them. Leaf elements have an associated content (e.g., value) .

[00126] Referring now to Figure 14, separate XML documents are

represented by individual tree structures. The method 100 for

storing a first XML document 102 to a databank having a second

XML document 104 includes storing in the databank 29 a leaf-

element-association 106 between the first XML document 102 and

the leaf elements 108 (e.g., leaf nodes, terminal nodes) of

the second XML document 104 that are included in any subtree

matching the tree structure of the first XML document 102.

The second XML document 104 therefore represents a merge tree

(e.g., merge tree database) which serves as a central

repository for all warehoused data, and to which references

are created to represent the smaller XML documents (e.g.,

first XML document) that have been aggregated together to form

the second XML document 104.

[00127] As the databank 29 grows, new XML documents are

considered by their representative elements before they are

added. XML is a hierarchy of data having strict formatting

rules making it possible to compare each new XML document with

the existing hierarchy of data. When a first XML document 102

is to be written to the databank 29 (e.g., XML database) and

the data structure of the first XML document 102 is already

represented in the hierarchy of data, then no new entries to



the databank 29 are necessary. Under this "perfect merge"

scenario, only the leaf elements 108 of the first XML document

102 must be stored to remember what constitutes the first XML

document 102 that was merged into the second XML document 104.

Typically, the leaf elements 108 are stored in a leaf -element-

association 106, which is typically a file containing a

listing of leaf element collections representing separate XML

documents .

[00128] Alternatively, as shown in Figure 15, when a first XML

document 102 that is to be written to the databank 29 is not

fully represented in the second XML document 104, an imperfect

merge scenario arises. In an imperfect merge, only the leaf

elements 108 that are missing from an otherwise matching

subtree of the second XML document 104 must be added to the

second XML document 104 to allow representation of the first

XML document 102 by reference to the leaf elements 108 of the

second XML document's matching, amended subtree. As with the

perfect merge, the leaf elements 108 of the matching, amended

subtree are recorded in association with the first XML

document 102 in a leaf -element-association 106.

[00129] The single merged database along with the terminal node

information stored for each constituent XML document makes the

query and retrieval of data easy. Data can be queried in

number of different ways to obtain XML documents, infosets of

XML data, pieces of XML data, or just information about the

XML data itself.

[00130] A query to find all XML documents with a specific

Xpath can be executed. Xpath is XML syntax for defining parts

of an XML document, or in other words, it is an expression

that selects elements, or a node-set, in an XML document.

Thus a query for all XML documents that have a particular

Xpath would be identified in a tree formed by combining a

search for that Xpath in the merged tree and identifying the



XML documents that have leaf elements 108 associated with the

Xpath .

[00131] A similar technique can be used to query specific

infosets or pieces of XML data. For example, a query for just

a portion of the stored XML rather than a query for each whole

XML document will generate an infoset. Pieces of XML data that

are the result of querying the merged hierarchy can be queried

at a particular part to find the multiple XML documents stored

there. Even information about the XML documents stored in

the merge tree may be obtained. For example it is easy to

determine how many XML documents use a particular Xpath.

[00132] The merge tree approach to storage of large amounts of

data supports large node content by using industry NoSQL

techniques. Hierarchical records may contain nodes that have

content greater than a threshold or may represent content

through the 3C XOP standard. In both cases, if the content

in a single node is representative of large or opaque content

then it is possible to store that content in the merge tree as

a link or key to the actual content stored in a NoSQL storage

solution. This allows for a traditional NoSQL query across

huge sets of disparate flat records and maintains a link back

to the location in the merge tree. For instance, any large

NoSQL query that results in a number of records having links

in the merge tree can be combined with information about the

XML stored in the merge tree related to that particular group

of large records.

[00133] The merge tree database can work independently, but can

also work in a distributed model. Multiple merge trees can

exist separately by coordinating which XML schemas are

sent /received to each merge tree. This can be accomplished by

placing conditions on the XML schemas. Alternatively multiple

merge trees can exist through topology changes where the XML

is physically distributed through connectivity.



[00134] The distributed model supports distributed storage and

retrieval for performance. Results from a single query can

span multiple merge trees and can be combined. Merge trees

can also be combined and separated based on Xpath rules. For

example a query of all XML records inside a single merge tree

can be returned as a merge tree result, or in other words, the

merge tree union along with all terminal nodes representing

each identified XML document. In this case mere tree results

can be moved/shared as a whole more efficiently than by

sending all XML documents separately.

[00135] To provide the above-described functionality, the

management module 11 typically employs a meta language that is

capable of describing the topology of the various system

devices and that is capable of communicating raw information

(e.g., operational information) that can come from any number

of known or unknown devices (e.g., edge devices) .

[00136] An exemplary meta language that can be employed by the

management module is the Remote Markup Language (RML) . RML is

a data markup syntax that uses existing industry standards

(e.g., XML, XOP, XSD, and XSLT) . In contrast with existing

industry standards, RML provides a standard that is neither

too loose or too strict and, thus, provides sufficient

specificity but is not too prescriptive. RML defines rules

regarding how to use these industry standards in order to

express context (e.g., origin, destination, subject, and

boundary), constructs (e.g., verbs, nouns, groups, and

attributes) , translations, data formats, and documentation in

a common way.

[00137] To facilitate communication with various types of

devices, RML allows for the creation of one or more semantic

groupings. Each semantic grouping includes various types of

raw information (e.g., operational information) that can come

from system devices and a common semantic meaning for that raw



information. The semantic groupings are used to translate raw

information from system devices into an intermediary data

result. This intermediary data result may then be translated

(e.g., using XSLT) into a desired logical and/or a graphical

output. The semantic groupings (e.g., group definitions) can

be changed to include new types of raw information (e.g., from

a new type of device) without affecting the raw information

flowing from various devices.

[00138] For example, it may be desirable to define a semantic

grouping for the exterior color of a scanning device being

black. A type I scanner may produce the output "external

color = charcoal." A type II scanner may produce the output

"outside color = slate." Each of these two device outputs may

then be translated using the semantic grouping to create the

intermediate result "exterior color = black." This

intermediate result may then be translated to display this

information about each scanner in the physical view and/or in

a user-defined view on the visual display.

[00139] The present system for managing scanner devices

typically generates a significant amount of statistical data.

Accordingly, RML facilitates the creation of changeable

aggregation rules for transforming and/or storing statistical

data. These aggregation rules may be used to filter

statistical data at each device within the system that

receives and stores statistical data.

[00140] RML may also facilitate the support of large unparsed

data blocks. In this regard, RML supports the use of the XOP

standard and therefore allows the use of XOP references within

RML messages.

[00141] In this regard, the present invention embraces a method

for representing operational information generated by an edge

device. The method includes writing the operational

information to a computer-readable file using a markup



language. Typically, the markup language is XML and the

computer-readable file is an XML file. Typically, the

operational information is represented in the computer-

readable file (e.g., XML document) using the following

constructs: (i) name/value pairs, (ii) context, (iii) verbs,

and (iv) nouns, as each of these constructs are defined

herein .

[00142] Each discrete representation of operational will

include a name/value pair that includes a name element and a

value element. As will be understood by a person of ordinary

skill in the art, the term "element" in the context of a

markup language (e.g., XML) refers to the basic unit of the

markup document (e.g., XML document) . The element may contain

attributes, other elements, text and other building blocks for

a markup language document. A name element may be any string

identifier used to represent the operational information. The

value element can be any data type including an XOP unparsed

data block.

[00143] The context portion includes an origin element, a

destination element, and a boundary element. The origin

element identifies the source of the operational information

(e.g., the edge device that generated the operational

information) . The destination element identifies the system

component (e.g., a second edge device, a plug-in application,

etc.) to which the file containing the operational information

should be directed. The boundary element provides user-

defined context (e.g., time of transmission).

[00144] The verb portion includes a command element and a

notifications element. The command element contains actions

that are expected to be performed by the recipient of the

computer-readable file. For example, a command element can

request the return of specified information from the

recipient. The notifications element contains informative



dialog intending to give the file recipient an indication of

the reason for the transmission of the file to the recipient.

[00145] The noun element represents atomic data bits. The noun

element incorporates at least one name element (as a child

element) and at least one associated value element (as a child

element) .

- - -

[00146] As will be appreciated by a person of ordinary skill in

the art, the present invention may be embodied as a method,

system, or computer program product. Accordingly, the present

invention may take the form of an entirely hardware

embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (including

firmware) , or an embodiment combining software and hardware

aspects. The present invention may take the form of a

computer program product on a computer-readable storage medium

having computer-readable program code embodied in the

computer-usable storage medium. The computer-readable program

code may be loaded onto a computer or other programmable data

processing apparatus for the purpose of causing a series of

operational steps to be performed by the computer to produce a

computer-implemented process for implementing the functions or

acts specified in this disclosure.

[00147] In the specification and/or figures, typical

embodiments of the invention have been disclosed. The present

invention is not limited to such exemplary embodiments. The

use of the term "and/or" includes any and all combinations of

one or more of the associated listed items. The figures are

schematic representations and so are not necessarily drawn to

scale. Unless otherwise noted, specific terms have been used

in a generic and descriptive sense and not for purposes of

limitation .
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CLAIMS

1 . A system for managing scanner devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor and memory, the

management module being communicatively coupled to (i) to a

user interface that includes a visual display, (ii) to a

plurality of intermediate devices, and (iii) to a plurality of

scanner devices, at least one of the scanner devices being

communicatively coupled to one of the intermediate devices;

wherein the memory includes programming to control the

processor for:

displaying with the visual display a physical view

of the connections between the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the scanner devices, the

physical view including (i) a plurality of icons, each

icon representing one of the management module,

intermediate devices, or scanner devices, and (ii) a

plurality of markers, the markers representing the

connections between the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the scanner devices, wherein

the physical view has a hub and spoke architecture;

displaying with the visual display a first

user-defined view of the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the scanner devices, the first

user-defined view including a plurality of icons, each

icon representing one of the management module,

intermediate devices, or scanner devices, wherein for

each icon representing a surrogate device the first

user-defined view includes an icon for each intermediate

device or scanner device dependent on the surrogate

device and one or more markers representing the

connections therebetween;



creating a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;

moving a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;

and

receiving a command from the user interface to move

an icon representing one of the intermediate devices or

scanner devices within the first user-defined view, and,

thereafter, (i) maintaining the position of the icon if

the intermediate device or scanner device represented by

the icon is dependent on a surrogate device or

(ii) moving the icon in accordance with the command from

the user interface if the intermediate device or scanner

device represented by the icon is not dependent on a

surrogate device, wherein, if the icon represents a

surrogate device, moving the icon includes moving an icon

for each intermediate device or scanner device dependent

on the surrogate device and one or more markers

representing the connections therebetween.

2 . The system for managing scanner devices according to

Claim 1 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the scanner

devices ;

updating the physical view to reflect the change in the

connections between the management module, the intermediate

devices, and the scanner devices; and

updating the first user-defined view to reflect the

change in the connection between a surrogate device and a

dependent device.



3 . The system for managing scanner devices according to

Claim 2 , wherein:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the scanner

devices comprises detecting whether a scanner device or an

intermediate device becomes disconnected from the management

module; and

the memory includes programming to control the processor

for altering in the physical view and the first-user defined

view each icon representing the disconnected scanner device or

intermediate device and/or each marker representing a

connection to the disconnected scanner device or intermediate

device to thereby reflect (i) that the disconnected scanner

device or intermediate device is disconnected and (ii) how the

disconnected scanner device or intermediate device was

previously connected.

. The system for managing scanner devices according to

Claim 2 , wherein:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the scanner

devices comprises detecting a new scanner device or

intermediate device that is communicatively coupled to the

management module; and

the memory includes programming to control the processor

for updating the physical view and the first user-defined view

to reflect the new scanner device or intermediate device.



5 . The system for managing scanner devices according to

Claim 1 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for displaying a second user-defined view, the

second user-defined view including a plurality of icons, each

icon representing one of the management module, intermediate

devices, or scanner devices.

6 . The system for managing scanner devices according to

Claim 1 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

displaying with the visual display an icon representing

scanner configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the scanner configuration file onto an icon

representing a scanner device; and

configuring the scanner device in accordance with the

scanner configuration file.

7. The system for managing scanner devices according to

Claim 1 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

displaying with the visual display an icon representing

scanner configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the scanner configuration file onto an icon

representing a surrogate device; and

configuring the surrogate device and each scanner device

dependent on the surrogate device in accordance with the

scanner configuration file.



8. The system for managing scanner devices according to

Claim 1 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

receiving a context-sensitive input from the user

interface to select an icon representing a scanner device;

displaying with the visual display a menu having an

option to acquire the configuration of the selected scanner

device ;

receiving a command from the user interface to acquire

the configuration of the selected scanner device; and

acquiring the configuration of the selected scanner

device .



9 . A system for managing edge devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor and a memory, the

management module being communicatively coupled (i) to a user

interface that includes a visual display, (ii) to a plurality

of intermediate devices, and (iii) to a plurality of edge

devices, at least one of the edge devices being

communicatively coupled to one of the intermediate devices;

wherein the memory includes programming to control the

processor for:

displaying with the visual display a physical view

of the connections between the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the edge devices, the physical

view including (i) a plurality of icons, each icon

representing one of the management module, intermediate

devices, or edge devices, and (ii) a plurality of

markers, the markers representing the connections between

the management module, the intermediate devices, and the

edge devices, wherein the physical view has a hub and

spoke architecture;

displaying with the visual display a first

user-defined view of the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the edge devices, the first

user-defined view including a plurality of icons, each

icon representing one of the management module,

intermediate devices, or edge devices, wherein for each

icon representing a surrogate device the first

user-defined view includes an icon for each intermediate

device or edge device dependent on the surrogate device

and one or more markers representing the connections

therebetween;

creating a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;



moving a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;

and

receiving a command from the user interface to move

an icon representing one of the intermediate devices or

edge devices within the first user-defined view, and,

thereafter, (i) maintaining the position of the icon if

the intermediate device or edge device represented by the

icon is dependent on a surrogate device or (ii) moving

the icon in accordance with the command from the user

interface if the intermediate device or edge device

represented by the icon is not dependent on a surrogate

device, wherein, if the icon represents a surrogate

device, moving the icon includes moving an icon for each

intermediate device or edge device dependent on the

surrogate device and one or more markers representing the

connections therebetween.

10. The system for managing edge devices according to

Claim 9 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the edge

devices ;

updating the physical view to reflect the change in the

connections between the management module, the intermediate

devices, and the edge devices; and

updating the first user-defined view to reflect the

change in the connection between a surrogate device and a

dependent device.



11. The system for managing edge devices according to

Claim 10, wherein:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the edge

devices comprises detecting whether a edge device or an

intermediate device becomes disconnected from the management

module; and

wherein the memory includes programming to control the

processor for altering in the physical view and the first-user

defined view each icon representing the disconnected edge

device or intermediate device and/or each marker representing

a connection to the disconnected edge device or intermediate

device to thereby reflect (i) that the disconnected edge

device or intermediate device is disconnected and (ii) how the

disconnected edge device or intermediate device was previously

connected .

12. The system for managing edge devices according to

Claim 10, wherein:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the edge

devices comprises detecting a new edge device or intermediate

device that is communicatively coupled to the management

module; and

wherein the memory includes programming to control the

processor for updating the physical view and the first user-

defined view to reflect the new edge device or intermediate

device .



13. The system for managing edge devices according to

Claim 9 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for displaying a second user-defined view, the

first user-defined view including a plurality of icons, each

icon representing one of the management module, intermediate

devices, or edge devices.

14. The system for managing edge devices according to

Claim 9 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

displaying with the visual display an icon representing a

edge device configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the edge device configuration file onto an

icon representing a edge device; and

configuring the edge device in accordance with the edge

device configuration file.



15. The system for managing edge devices according to

Claim 9 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

displaying with the visual display an icon representing a

edge device configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the edge device configuration file onto an

icon representing a surrogate device; and

configuring the surrogate device and each edge device

dependent on the surrogate device in accordance with the edge

device configuration file.

16. The system for managing edge devices according to

Claim 9 , wherein the memory includes programming to control

the processor for:

receiving a context-sensitive input from the user

interface to select an icon representing a edge device;

displaying with the visual display a menu having an

option to acquire the configuration of the selected edge

device ;

receiving a command from the user interface to acquire

the configuration of the selected edge device; and

acquiring the configuration of the selected edge device.



17. A computer-implemented method for managing a

plurality of edge devices that are communicatively connected

to a management module that includes a processor, a memory and

a user interface having a visual display, comprising:

displaying with the visual display a physical view

of the connections between the management module, a

plurality of intermediate devices, and a plurality of

edge devices, the physical view including (i) a plurality

of icons, each icon representing one of the management

module, intermediate devices, or edge devices, and (ii) a

plurality of markers, the markers representing the

connections between the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the edge devices, wherein the

physical view has a hub and spoke architecture;

displaying with the visual display a first

user-defined view of the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the edge devices, the first

user-defined view including a plurality of icons, each

icon representing one of the management module,

intermediate devices, or edge devices, wherein for each

icon representing a surrogate device the first

user-defined view includes an icon for each intermediate

device or edge device dependent on the surrogate device

and one or more markers representing the connections

therebetween;

creating a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;

moving a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;

and



receiving a command from the user interface to move

an icon representing one of the intermediate devices or

edge devices within the first user-defined view, and,

thereafter, (i) maintaining the position of the icon if

the intermediate device or scanner device represented by

the icon is dependent on a surrogate device or

(ii) moving the icon in accordance with the command from

the user interface if the intermediate device or edge

device represented by the icon is not dependent on a

surrogate device, wherein, if the icon represents a

surrogate device, moving the icon includes moving an icon

for each intermediate device or edge device dependent on

the surrogate device and one or more markers representing

the connections therebetween.

18. The method of Claim 17, comprising:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the edge

devices ;

updating the physical view to reflect the change in the

connections between the management module, the intermediate

devices, and the edge devices; and

updating the first user-defined view to reflect the

change in the connection between a surrogate device and a

dependent device.



19. The method of Claim 18, comprising:

altering in the physical view and the first-user defined

view each icon representing a disconnected edge device or

intermediate device and/or each marker representing a

connection to the disconnected edge device or intermediate

device to thereby reflect (i) that the disconnected edge

device or intermediate device is disconnected and (ii) how the

disconnected edge device or intermediate device was previously

connected .

20. The method of Claim 18, comprising:

updating the physical view and the first user-defined

view to reflect the detection of a new edge device or

intermediate device that is communicatively coupled to the

management module.

21. The method of Claim 17, comprising:

displaying with the visual display an icon representing a

scanner configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the edge device configuration file onto an

icon representing an edge device; and

configuring the edge device in accordance with the

scanner configuration file.



22. The method of Claim 17, comprising:

displaying with the visual display an icon representing

an edge device configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the edge device configuration file onto an

icon representing a surrogate device; and

configuring the surrogate device and each edge device

dependent on the surrogate device in accordance with the edge

device configuration file.

23. The method of Claim 17, comprising:

receiving a context-sensitive input from the user

interface to select an icon representing an edge device;

displaying with the visual display a menu having an

option to acquire the configuration of the selected edge

device ;

receiving a command from the user interface to acquire

the configuration of the selected edge device; and

acquiring the configuration of the selected edge device.



24. A computer-readable medium comprising computer-

executable instructions embodied in a non-transitory computer-

readable medium and when executed by a processor of a computer

performs the steps comprising:

displaying with a visual display a physical view of

the connections between a management module, a plurality

of intermediate devices, and a plurality of edge devices,

the physical view including (i) a plurality of icons,

each icon representing one of the management module,

intermediate devices, or edge devices, and (ii) a

plurality of markers, the markers representing the

connections between the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the edge devices, wherein the

physical view has a hub and spoke architecture;

displaying with the visual display a first

user-defined view of the management module, the

intermediate devices, and the edge devices, the first

user-defined view including a plurality of icons, each

icon representing one of the management module,

intermediate devices, or edge devices, wherein for each

icon representing a surrogate device the first

user-defined view includes an icon for each intermediate

device or edge device dependent on the surrogate device

and one or more markers representing the connections

therebetween;

creating a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;

moving a folder in the first user-defined view in

response to a command received from the user interface;

and



receiving a command from the user interface to move

an icon representing one of the intermediate devices or

edge devices within the first user-defined view, and,

thereafter, (i) maintaining the position of the icon if

the intermediate device or scanner device represented by

the icon is dependent on a surrogate device or

(ii) moving the icon in accordance with the command from

the user interface if the intermediate device or edge

device represented by the icon is not dependent on a

surrogate device, wherein, if the icon represents a

surrogate device, moving the icon includes moving an icon

for each intermediate device or edge device dependent on

the surrogate device and one or more markers representing

the connections therebetween.

25. The computer-readable medium of Claim 24 that

performs steps comprising:

detecting a change in the connections between the

management module, the intermediate devices, and the edge

devices ;

updating the physical view to reflect the change in the

connections between the management module, the intermediate

devices, and the edge devices; and

updating the first user-defined view to reflect the

change in the connection between a surrogate device and a

dependent device.



26. The computer-readable medium of Claim 25 that

performs steps comprising:

altering in the physical view and the first-user defined

view each icon representing a disconnected edge device or

intermediate device and/or each marker representing a

connection to the disconnected edge device or intermediate

device to thereby reflect (i) that the disconnected edge

device or intermediate device is disconnected and (ii) how the

disconnected edge device or intermediate device was previously

connected .

27. The computer-readable medium of Claim 25 that

performs steps comprising:

updating the physical view and the first user-defined

view to reflect the detection of a new edge device or

intermediate device that is communicatively coupled to the

management module.

28. The computer-readable medium of Claim 24 that

performs steps comprising::

displaying with the visual display an icon representing a

scanner configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the edge device configuration file onto an

icon representing an edge device; and

configuring the edge device in accordance with the

scanner configuration file.



29. The computer-readable medium of Claim 24 that

performs steps comprising:

displaying with the visual display an icon representing

an edge device configuration file;

receiving a command from the user interface to drag the

icon representing the edge device configuration file onto an

icon representing a surrogate device; and

configuring the surrogate device and each edge device

dependent on the surrogate device in accordance with the edge

device configuration file.

30. The computer-readable medium of Claim 24 that

performs steps comprising:

receiving a context-sensitive input from the user

interface to select an icon representing an edge device;

displaying with the visual display a menu having an

option to acquire the configuration of the selected edge

device ;

receiving a command from the user interface to acquire

the configuration of the selected edge device; and

acquiring the configuration of the selected edge device.



31. A system, comprising:

a scanner device for acquiring indicia information; and

a customer-data-capturing module for acquiring customer

data; and

a management module that includes a processor and memory,

the management module being in communication with the scanner

device and customer-data-capturing module;

wherein the management module is configured for receiving

indicia information from the scanner device and for receiving

customer data from the customer-data-capturing module; and

wherein the management module is configured for

correlating the indicia information with the customer data.

32. The system according to Claim 31, wherein:

the customer-data-capturing module comprises a customer-

facing imager configured for recognizing a plurality of human

gestures; and

the customer data comprises customer-gesture data.

33. The system according to claim 32, wherein:

the customer-data-capturing module comprises a customer

interface configured for allowing a customer to input

information relating to the customer's level of satisfaction.

34. The system according to Claim 33, wherein:

the customer interface comprises a button pad having a

first button for indicating that a customer is satisfied and a

second button for indicating that a customer is unsatisfied.



35. A computer-implemented method for obtaining customer

feedback at the point of sale, comprising:

acquiring indicia information with a scanner device;

acquiring customer data with a customer-data-capturing

module; and

transmitting the indicia information and the customer

data to a management module having a processor and memory;

correlating with the management module the indicia

information with the customer data.

36. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

36, wherein the customer-data-capturing module comprises an

imager configured for capturing a customer' s gesture

information .

37. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

36, wherein the customer-data-capturing module comprises a

customer interface configured for allowing a customer to input

information relating to the customer's level of satisfaction.

38. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

36, wherein the customer-data-capturing module comprises an

imager configured for capturing a customer' s gesture

information .



39. A computer-readable medium comprising computer-

executable instructions embodied in a non-transitory computer-

readable medium and when executed by a processor of a computer

performs the steps comprising:

acquiring indicia information from a scanner device;

acquiring customer data from a customer-data-capturing

module; and

receiving with a management module having a processor and

a memory the indicia information and the customer data;

correlating with the management module the indicia

information with the customer data.

40. The computer-readable medium of Claim 39, wherein

the customer-data-capturing module comprises an imager

configured for capturing a customer's gesture information.

41. The computer-readable medium of Claim 39, wherein

the customer-data-capturing module comprises a customer

interface configured for allowing a customer to input

information relating to the customer's level of satisfaction.

42. The computer-medium of Claim 39, wherein the

customer-data-capturing module comprises an imager configured

for capturing a customer' s gesture information.



43. A system for managing edge devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor and memory, the

management module being communicatively coupled to (i) to a

user interface that includes a visual display, and (ii) an

edge device; and

a data conversion module configured for (i) receiving a

message from the edge device, and (ii) converting the message

into a common messaging container.

44. The system according to Claim 43, wherein the edge

device comprises a scanner device.

45. The system according to Claim 43, wherein the

message comprises operational information generated by the

edge device.

46. The system according to Claim 45, wherein the

message is in the native vocabulary of the edge device.

47. The system according to Claim 45, wherein:

the message is in the native vocabulary of the edge

device; and

converting the message into a common messaging container

comprises translating the edge device's operational

information in its native vocabulary into the data conversion

module's vocabulary.

48. The system according to Claim 45, wherein:

the message is in the native vocabulary of the edge

device; and



converting the message into a common messaging container

comprises maintaining the edge device's operational

information in the edge device's native vocabulary.



49. A computer-implemented method for managing a

plurality of edge devices that are communicatively connected

to a management module having a processor, a memory, a user

interface having a visual display, and a data conversion

module, comprising:

receiving with the data conversion module a message

transmitted from an edge device;

converting the message into a common messaging container;

and

transmitting the message to the message's proper

destination .

50. The method according to Claim 49, wherein the edge

device comprises a scanner device.

51. The method according to Claim 49, wherein the

message comprises operational information generated by the

edge device.

52. The method according to Claim 51, wherein the

message is in the native vocabulary of the edge device.

53. The method according to Claim 51, wherein:

the message is in the native vocabulary of the edge

device; and

converting the message into a common messaging container

comprises translating the edge device's operational

information in its native vocabulary into the data conversion

module's vocabulary.



54. The method according to Claim 51, wherein:

the message is in the native vocabulary of the edge

device; and

converting the message into a common messaging container

comprises maintaining the edge device's operational

information in the edge device's native vocabulary.



55. A computer-readable medium comprising computer-

executable instructions embodied in a non-transitory computer-

readable medium and when executed by a processor of a computer

performs the steps comprising:

receiving a message transmitted from an edge device;

converting the message into a common messaging container;

and

transmitting the message to the message's proper

destination .

56. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 55,

wherein the edge device comprises a scanner device.

57. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 55,

wherein the message comprises operational information

generated by the edge device.

58. The computer readable medium according to Claim 57,

wherein the message is in the native vocabulary of the edge

device .

59. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 57,

wherein :

the message is in the native vocabulary of the edge

device; and

converting the message into a common messaging container

comprises translating the edge device's operational

information in its native vocabulary into the data conversion

module's vocabulary.



60. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 57,

wherein :

the message is in the native vocabulary of the edge

device; and

converting the message into a common messaging container

comprises maintaining the edge device's operational

information in the edge device's native vocabulary.



61. A system for managing edge devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor and memory, the

management module being communicatively coupled to (i) to a

user interface that includes a visual display, and (ii) an

edge device; and

a broker module configured for (i) receiving a message

containing an edge device's operational information, (ii)

processing the message, and (iii) filtering the message.

62. The system according to Claim 61, wherein:

processing the message comprises routing the message to a

destination based upon the content of the message and/or

transforming the message by changing the contents of the

message; and

filtering the message comprises preventing the message

from reaching a destination based upon the content of the

message or allowing a message to reach a destination based

upon the content of the message.

63. The system according to Claim 62, wherein routing

the message comprises transmitting the message to a messaging

client if the message meets the predefined parameters

published by the messaging client to the broker module.

64. The system according to Claim 61, wherein the edge

device comprises a scanner device.

65. The system according to Claim 62, wherein the

destination comprises another broker module.



66. A computer-implemented method for managing a

plurality of edge devices that are communicatively connected

to a management module having a processor, a memory, a user

interface having a visual display, and a broker module,

comprising :

receiving with the broker module a message transmitted

from an edge device, the message containing operational

information generated by the edge device;

processing the message using the broker module; and

filtering the message using the broker module.

67. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

66, wherein:

processing the message comprises routing the message to a

destination based upon the content of the message and/or

transforming the message by changing the contents of the

message; and

filtering the message comprises preventing the message

from reaching a destination based upon the content of the

message or allowing the message to reach a destination based

upon the content of the message.

68. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

66, wherein routing the message comprises transmitting the

message to a messaging client if the message meets the

predefined parameters published by the messaging client to the

broker module.

69. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

66, wherein the edge device comprises a scanner device.



70. A computer-readable medium comprising computer-

executable instructions embodied in a non-transitory computer-

readable medium and when executed by a processor of a computer

performs the steps comprising:

receiving a message transmitted from an edge device, the

message containing operational information generated by an

edge device;

processing the message; and

filtering the message.

71. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 70,

wherein :

processing the message comprises routing the message to a

destination based upon the content of the message and/or

transforming the message by changing the contents of the

message; and

filtering the message comprises preventing the message

from reaching a destination based upon the content of the

message or allowing the message to reach a destination based

upon the content of the message.

72. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 71,

wherein routing the message comprises transmitting the message

to a messaging client if the message meets the predefined

parameters published by the messaging client.

73. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 70,

wherein the edge device comprises a scanner device.



74. A system for managing edge devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor and memory that

includes a databank, the management module being

communicatively coupled to (i) a user interface that includes

a visual display, and (ii) an edge device;

wherein the databank contains operational information

generated by the edge device;

wherein the memory includes programming to control the

processor for:

receiving from the user interface a user query of the

databank;

retrieving from the databank the query results containing

the operational information that is responsive to the user

query; and

displaying the operational information on the visual

display .

75. The system according to Claim 74, wherein the

management module also includes a vendor module for storing

comprehension information associated with each of a plurality

of plug-in applications, wherein the comprehension information

comprises an identification of the particular edge device

operational information vocabularies that each plug-in

application understands.



76. The system according to Claim 75, wherein the memory

includes programming to control the processor for:

comparing the vocabulary of the operational information

contained in the query results to the comprehension

information stored in the vendor module;

determining the plug-in applications that are capable of

understanding at least a portion of the vocabulary of the

operational information in the query results; and

displaying on the visual display a listing of the plug-in

applications that are capable of understanding at least a

portion of the vocabulary of the operational information in

the query results.

77. The system according to Claim 76, wherein the

listing of plug-in applications includes a ranking of the

plug-in applications based on the degree to which each plug-in

application understands the operational information in the

query results.

78. The system according to Claim 76, wherein the

listing of plug-in applications includes a visual

representation of the portions of the vocabulary of the

operational information in the query results that each plug-in

application understands.

79. The system according to Claim 74, wherein the edge

device comprises a scanner device.



80. A computer-implemented method for managing a

plurality of edge devices that are communicatively connected

to a management module having a processor, a memory that

includes a databank containing operational information

generated by the edge device, and a user interface having a

visual display, comprising:

receiving from the user interface a user query of the

databank;

retrieving from the databank the query results containing

the operational information that is responsive to the user

query; and

displaying the operational information on the visual

display .

81. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

80, comprising:

comparing the vocabulary of the operational information

contained in the query results to the comprehension

information stored in a vendor module;

determining the plug-in applications that are capable of

understanding at least a portion of the vocabulary of the

operational information in the query results; and

displaying on the visual display a listing of the plug-in

applications that are capable of understanding at least a

portion of the vocabulary of the operational information in

the query results.



82. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

80, wherein the listing of plug-in applications includes a

ranking of the plug-in applications based on the degree to

which each plug-in application understands the operational

information in the query results.

83. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

80, wherein the listing of plug-in applications includes a

visual representation of the portions of the vocabulary of the

operational information in the query results that each plug-in

application understands.

84. The computer-implemented method according to Claim

80, wherein the operational information comprises operational

information generated by a scanner device.



85. A computer-readable medium comprising computer-

executable instructions embodied in a non-transitory computer-

readable medium and when executed by a processor of a computer

performs the steps comprising:

receiving from a user interface a user query of a

databank containing operational information received from an

edge device;

retrieving from the databank the query results containing

the operational information that is responsive to the user

query; and

displaying the operational information on the visual

display .

86. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 85,

wherein the computer-executable instructions perform the steps

of:

comparing the vocabulary of the operational information

contained in the query results to the comprehension

information stored in a vendor module;

determining the plug-in applications that are capable of

understanding at least a portion of the vocabulary of the

operational information in the query results; and

displaying on the visual display a listing of the plug-in

applications that are capable of understanding at least a

portion of the vocabulary of the operational information in

the query results.



87. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 86,

wherein the listing of plug-in applications includes a ranking

of the plug-in applications based on the degree to which each

plug-in application understands the operational information in

the query results.

88. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 86,

wherein the listing of plug-in applications includes a visual

representation of the portions of the vocabulary of the

operational information in the query results that each plug-in

application understands.

89. The computer-readable medium according to Claim 86,

wherein the operational information comprises operational

information generated by a scanner device.



90. A system for managing edge devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor and memory that

includes a databank, the management module being

communicatively coupled to (i) a user interface that includes

a visual display, and (ii) a plurality of edge devices; and

a vocabularies database for storing a plurality of

vocabularies that can be used to describe the operational

information of the plurality of edge devices.



91. A computer-implemented method for managing a

plurality of edge devices, comprising:

storing in a vocabularies database a plurality of

vocabularies that can be used to describe the operational

information of the plurality of edge devices; and

programming at least one of the plurality of edge devices

to utilize a vocabulary obtained from the vocabularies

database .



92. A system for managing edge devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor, a memory that

includes a databank, and a plurality of broker modules, the

management module being communicatively coupled to (i) a user

interface that includes a visual display, and (ii) a plurality

of edge devices;

wherein the management module is configured to store a

topology of the connections between broker modules and edge

devices .

93. The system according to Claim 92, wherein the

management module is configured for displaying in real time on

the visual display the connections between broker modules and

edge devices.



94. A system for managing edge devices, comprising:

a management module having a processor and a memory, the

management module being communicatively coupled to (i) a user

interface that includes a visual display, (Hi) a

communications network and (iii) a plurality of edge devices;

and

a communications adapter for connecting a dumb device to

the communications network such that the management module may

acquire operational information from the dumb device.



95. A method for storing operational information

obtained from an edge device and stored in a first XML

document into a databank that includes a second XML document,

comprising :

determining if the data structure of the first XML

document matches any subtree of the second XML document;

if the data structure of the first XML document matches

any subtree of the second XML document, storing in the

databank a leaf-element-association between the first XML

document and the leaf elements of the second XML document's

matching subtree; and

if the data structure of the first XML document does not

match any subtree of the second XML document, adding to a

subtree of the second XML document only those elements of the

first XML document that are missing from the otherwise

matching subtree of the second XML document, and storing in

the databank a leaf-element-association between the first XML

document and the leaf elements of the matching, amended

subtree .



96. A computer-readable medium for storing operational

information obtained from an edge device and stored in a first

XML document in a databank that includes a second XML

document, the computer-readable medium comprising computer-

executable instructions embodied in a non-transitory computer-

readable medium and when executed by a processor of a computer

performs the steps comprising:

determining if the data structure of the first XML

document matches any subtree of the second XML document;

if the data structure of the first XML document matches

any subtree of the second XML document, storing in the

databank a leaf-element-association between the first XML

document and the leaf elements of the second XML document's

matching subtree; and

if the data structure of the first XML document does not

match any subtree of the second XML document, adding to a

subtree of the second XML document only those elements of the

first XML document that are missing from the otherwise

matching subtree of the second XML document, and storing in

the databank a leaf-element-association between the first XML

document and the leaf elements of the matching, amended

subtree .
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